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AMY QUICHIZ

Check out Mowgli's interview with the
powerhouse who started Veggie Mijas.
PLUS+ Prosperity Gardens,
the artivism of Nadia Anjuman,
and a getaway to Getaway.
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LETTER FROM ME
FALL! My favorite time of year, and not just because (but also probably
likely) it's my birthday season. Something about the crispness in
the air helps me feel my most me, and with all the uncertainty
still swirling around, I won't pass up a single moment to feel more
grounded in myself.
In this ish, we're bringing you the vibrant Amy Quichiz of Veggie
Mijas, the artivism of Nadia Anjuman, and spooky reviews for the
Halloween season. So grab your favorite mug of tea/coffee/cocoa/
apple cider/hot toddy, tuck yourself into a comfy corner of pillows,
and take in some inspiration from the people who make this world a
better place.
ANNI POPPEN

Owner/Artivist of Mowgli Studio
Pitbull Mama to Gertie & Vinnie
Vegan at Keep On Vegan On
ps don't forget to start the mix tape + set the mood for your quarterly viewing pleasure

P17 roll credits
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PROSPERITY GARDENS

CULTIVATING A HEALTHY COMMUNITY
Prosperity Gardens, a program of the City of Champaign Township, offers
employment opportunities through the CU@Work Program. PG also offers
affordable, locally grown produce through the Champaign Farmers Market.
Donations are made to the Daily Bread Soup Kitchen, as well as the Carle
Mobile Market. The urban gardening program is currently centered on two
city-owned lots on North First Street, with an additional one-acre urban
farm site to come.
Prosperity Gardens has grown in so many different
ways since years ago when I designed a bus wrap
for them. I believe this is one of the first clients I
worked with (along with Courage Connection) who
illustrated, so beautifully, how far a nonprofit can
reach through intersectionality.
Urban gardening had been going on for quite
some time (like the community gardens over in
Meadowbrook Park), but Prosperity Gardens took
this concept and turned it into education while
also providing fresh produce to neighborhoods in
town more commonly known as food deserts (low
income areas with little to no access to affordable,
nutritious food). I recommend you watch this
presentation by David Carter, where he talks about
food oppression (a more appriopriate term than
desert) and food justice.

When Prosperity Gardens started they were
working with kids at the Don Moyers Boys and
Girls Club and DREAAM Boys, teaching them to
plant and grow produce, and when it was harvest
time they also taught how to turn it into a meal.
Additional produce was harvested and put on
their bus to sell at whatever price people could
afford.
Today, they're now a program of the City of
Champaign Township and provide jobs to people
experiencing homelessness. They've partnered
with CU City Farms (another client I look forward
to featuring) and Carle who took over the mobile
market.
WHAT MOWGLI DID: BUS WRAP
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Many years ago, I heard the story of Nadia
Anjuman, a poet who joined with other
local women and created an underground
educational circle called the Golden Needle
Sewing School. Mentored by a Herat
University professor, they would gather a few
times a week with their sewing supplies (a
pastime approved by the Taliban government)
and notebooks hidden underneath. They
learned about Shakespeare, James Joyce,
Dostoevsky and their own writing styles.
The program continued through the entirety
of the Taliban's rule. Thank goodness,
because if caught, the likely punishment was
imprisonment, torture, or even hanging.
When the Taliban regime was driven out,
Anjuman was free to pursue a formal
education and was accepted to Herat
University to study literature. While earning
her degree in literature, Anjuman published
a book of poetry entitled Gul-e-dodi (Dark
Flower).
Anjuman married, but he and his family
believed Anjuman's writing was a disgrace to
their reputation. It didn't stop her from writing.
What did stop her was an attempt to go visit
with family during Eid. When her husband said
no, she retaliated. This (allegedly, because he
was not held accountable) turned into a fatal
fight. Nadia was only 25 years old when she
lost her life to domestic abuse.
With Taliban in control once again, I think
it's important for Americans to learn (or
remember) what that means for women.

Stone heart
translated by Diana Arterian + Marina Omar
You came to exhaust me of myself
To break me, confuse me, sicken me with grief
To remind me of our friendship
and torture me with bitter memories
with new lures and traps
to catch me behind your tight walls
Your stone heart is colder than a butcher’s
You can’t fool me with kindness
My heart’s keen ears are deaf to your calls
You won’t turn me friend again
I run from you, O sinner! Leave me, go
I have no sins, and you will curse me

Dalw 1379/late winter 2001

nadia ANJUMAN

poet, activist
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IN 2020,

229 MILLION
LILY

TURKEYS WERE
MURDERED IN THE
U.S. ALONE [1]

AN ESTIMATED 46 MILLION
TURKEYS ARE KILLED EACH YEAR
FOR THANKSGIVING ALONE.[2]

TAFFY

WILLOW

OSCAR

FELIX

SOPA DE "REZ"

U

plands PEAK recently rescued three
turkeys from a nearby fire, giving them
a total of five turkeys living their best lives.
I want to introduce each of them to you,
in hopes you'll see them as the individuals
they are. Just like your dog or cat, they
have personalities, form bonds, and want to
enjoy life. If you think they're enjoying life
on a turkey farm, please watch this farm
tour. Also, repeat after me: THERE IS NO
SUCH THING AS HUMANE KILLING.
Up first is the one and only Lily. Lily
was found on the side of the road after
escaping the transport truck hauling her
to slaughter. Lily has a BIG personality! She
wasn't nicknamed Boss Lady for nothing.
She likes to keep an eye on all the birds
and humans alike. Every year I'm most
excited when the pear tree drops fruit.
Watching Lily run to the tree for her treats
is pure joy.
Taffy came to PEAK shortly after Lily,
because it helps residents to have a
companion who speaks the same language.
She was born with curly toes (which could
have been corrected at birth, if attempted),
but this doesn’t slow her down at all.
Taffy is the sweetest girl, who either is off
doing her own thing or enjoying pets from
humans.
Willow, Felix, and Oscar have the same
rescue story. A neighbor's barn burnt
down with multiple dead or injured. PEAK
was able to rescue over 50 individuals,
including a mama hen with her 13 chicks
she protected through the whole tragedy.

Ruby Ortega, Mexican Orange County, CA »
I became vegan about 2 years ago! What I found the most interesting about
my transition to veganism was the immense love that grew for my culture.
I forced myself to learn to cook the way my mom would. Initially when
transitioning, I worried that I would lose that connection with my heritage
that I was surrounded with. I have been able to not only love the way I feel
being vegan, but also how I now heavily incorporate my culture in my food,
and lifestyle.

SPONSOR A TURKEY THIS NOVEMBER
Willow, the most injured of the three
turkeys from the fire, is a gentle and shy
soul. Once she healed up, she was ready to
explore and meet Lily and Taffy. Watching
her grow more and more curious each day
is truly a gift.
Felix and Oscar are the ultimate duo,
partners in crime, and best buds. True to
their namesakes, Felix is the more timid
turkey while Oscar is a bit more boisterous.
It took some time for these two to relax
into their new home, but the snoods (red
skin that hangs down from their forehead
off to either side of their beak)—are longer...
a true sign of contentment.
I would also like to pay
tribute to Ned. Ned
escaped a truck
taking him to
slaughter in April
this year. He was
~4-5 months old
and weighed 45 lbs.
At 4x his "normal"
weight, he couldn't stand,
much less walk. PEAK put him in a sling to
reduce the pressure on his body while he
lost some weight. They had hoped he would
heal, but the infection in his legs had done
major damage—a main tendon completely
deteriorated. He deserved so much more,
but I'm truly grateful he felt the love and
compassion of PEAK before he passed.
If you can support PEAK with a donation
or turkey sponsorship, thank you. But,
more importantly, please take my
friends off your plate.

INGREDIENTS
» 32 oz of any veggie broth
» 1 bag of Gardein Beefless Tips
» 3 cups of carrots
» 1 -2 husks of corn
» 2 Mexican zucchini (calabacita)
» 1/4 cup of chopped white onion
» 1 tsp of chopped garlic
» 1 tsp of dried oregano
» 1 Not-Beef Bouillon/Veggie Cube

STEPS

6. add the carrots: what we want to avoid is overcooking the
other ingredients. Check the carrots after 5-7 minutes. If
they have started to soften...
7. add the calabazitas: make sure you keep stirring the
ingredients around. Once these are almost done...
8. add the corn for 7-8 minutes. Once the corn has finished
cooking, bring the heat down to a medium-low.
9. add the gardein: the pieces should be fully cooked through
in less than 10 minutes.
10. final seasonings: add salt or oregano to your taste. Cilantro
and lime optional but highly recommended!

1. cut the vegetables: cut carrots into small cubes, calabacitas
into thirds, the corn into two halves and set aside in separate
bowls for later.
2. thaw out Gardein meat.
3. caramelize the onions: place a medium-sized pot over
medium heat. Add a thin layer of olive oil to prevent garlic &
onion from sticking. You want the onion to gain some color
and caramelize.
4. add veggie broth: make sure to keep stirring the onion/
garlic in while pouring in veggie broth.
5. add the veggie or not beef bouillon to the broth: mix till
dissolved. Add salt and oregano to taste.

PURCHASE THE VEGGIE MIJAS COOKBOOK
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Amy Quichiz is from Queens and
is a First-Generation Queer Latina
with a Colombian mother and a
Peruvian father. She received her
bachelor’s degree at Syracuse
University majoring in Women’s and
Gender Studies and Sociology and is
currently studying Global Affairs for
her Master's degree.
Amy has been known for continuously
bringing awareness to the Latinx
community and fighting against
gender violence, sexual assault,
gender and sexual inequality, queer
discriminations and racial issues.

FEMINISTA. ACTIVIST. WRITER. ADVOCATE.

AMYQUICHIZ
FOUNDER OF VEGGIE MIJAS

Amy Quichiz is the Founder of Veggie
Mijas, a women of color collective
that highlights the importance of
veganism through the lens of those
with marginalized identities. Through
this collective, she has opened new
chapters in several states and cities
and is organizing vegan folks of color
in a national perspective. Amy also
provides resources for folks in these
cities on how their food can be more
accessible and to learn more about
the food system.
» global fund for women
» 15 resilient activists we love
» la loba loca
» joy revolution interview
» dear white woman
» kali uchis
» sense of shelf
» edible queens interview
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I couldn’t agree more. Set in the late
'80s South, during the Reagan era, and
on the heels of Christian fundamentalist
preaching about satanic backward
masking by rock and roll groups as a
threat to national security and teens
souls, MBFE deftly ask the question,
"What’s your damage?!"

lore BY AARON MANKE
crazyheads (2016)
BY HOWARD OVERMAN
Misfits creator, Howard Overman,
strikes again with Crazyhead. No,
not the ‘80s punk band, but the 2016
British television series that premiered
on channel E4 (now available on
Netflix). Before I get into the review,
I’d like to start by asking why do all
the good shows get cancelled after one
season?
This short six-episode series begins
with a scene of two women wearing
clown masks and opening the trunk
of a car to a woman lying before them,
gagged and bound. In the next shot, one
clown-masked woman is reciting a Latin
prayer while the other has dropped her
drawers and hovers over the gagged and
bound woman. Obviously an exorcism in
progress.
Gripping and gross, right? I was
immediately hooked, which is why I’ll
ask again: why do all the good shows
get cancelled after one season while
shows like Two and a Half Men (one
for the masses) is on air for 12 seasons?
Holland Taylor was its saving grace.
But I digress.
Demons are here, taking over and
possessing humans. Amy (Cara
Theobold) has recently learned she can
see said demons, so she teams up with
new-found friend and semi-professional
demon hunter, Raquel (Susan Wokoma),
after discovering that her best friend,

Suzanne, is amongst the possessed. As
seers, they must stop the demons from
destroying society and life as they know
it.
With sexual innuendos, justifiable foul
language, and non-gay nipple twists—
Theobold (who would like to give a go
at playing James Bond and Dr. Who
someday) and Wokoma (who was kicked
out of her parents' house for wanting
to go to drama school) are a brilliant
comedy duo with first-rate comedic
timing, making them two women
just nonchalantly being "kick-ass hell
bitches." It’s almost impossible to think
of two better humans for such lead rolls.
The soundtrack is faultless with such
artists as Dusty Springfield, Frankie
Goes to Hollywood, Father John Misty,
and The Hillbilly Moon Explosion.
One song missing from the created
Spotify playlist of the soundtrack is
Sunday Girl’s version of "Where is My
Mind?"—one of the most relatable songs
in existence and is as worthy as the
title song (“Kill of the Night” by Gin
Wigmore) of being up front and center
in portraying the spirit of the show.
(Turns out Sunday Girl’s version is not
on Spotify at all. Boo.)
So, grab some Lemonheads (because
you’re crazy) and Goobers (because we
all are one) and get comfortable on the
couch because this comedy horror show
is well worth a binge-watch or two.
» jessica in crashing (wokoma)
» helen in truth seekers (wokoma)
» tracer in ready player one (theobold)

It's the most wonderful time of the
year! Halloween! Día de los Muertos! My
birthday!
Now is when I start watching my guilty
pleasure ghost investigation shows (stop
judging me). I usually watch Twin Peaks
around this time, too. Haunted houses?
Yep! But a little warning, if you're in
front of me I will literally (said like Rob
Lowe in Parks and Rec) crawl inside the
back of your shirt (ask my high school
friend, Stojan). Even my podcasts get a
little spooky. I like to sufficiently scare
the crap out of myself before I settle into
the full hermitude of winter.
Enter Lore! "Because sometimes the
truth is more frightening than fiction."
Aaron Manke is a great storyteller
of moments that are true-crime level
creepy (Eps 27 "On the Farm" or Eps 34
"All the Lovely Ladies" being a couple
faves) or local legend spooky (Eps 4
"Dinner at the Afterglow" or Eps 11
"Black Stockings" will surely stick with
you). Just ghostly enough to listen to
before bed.
I discovered the first two seasons were
turned into a series on Prime. They
use Manke's podcast as the voice over
and add in visuals. The first season
was pretty great. The second season
though... holy hell, they upped the terror.
It's been turned into a graphic novel
collection as well, so you can choose
your favorite way to consume Lore.
» lore maps
» mahnke's production company
» wellington

In Hendrix’s 2020 book The Southern
Book Club’s Guide To Slaying Vampires
the scene takes place in the same town
as MBFE, but several years later. A time
of further social disconnect as families
fled to the suburbs and the answer to
most problems was in prescribed pill
form. Hendrix uses the setting of the
South to highlight the sociopolitical
injustices (redlining!), misogyny and
racism… and then a vampire shows up.

sault
Sault is a semi-anonymous UK music
collective that first originated within the
council estates of London. In 2019, they
released two albums, 5 and 7 (months
from one another), giving us a groovy
playlist of songs about hope, heartache,
affection, and sorrow. To quote Andy
Kellman, Sault is a blending of …"retromodern psychedelic soul, rambunctious
post-punk, righteous afrobeat and
purposefully oblique pop." Imagine if The
Fall, Gil Scott-Heron, Minnie Ripperton
and Little Dragon created a music baby,
it would sound pretty close to Sault.
In June of 2020, they released two more
albums to commemorate Juneteenth
and join in the world-wide response to
the horrific death of George Floyd. No
fanfare, no press releases, no interactive
social media, no live shows, just a
release of two very powerful albums,
Black Is and Rise. Songs are presented
as an appeal to the heart and soul of
humans everywhere as we laid witness
to a tragic and reprehensible act
from one human upon another, both
present and in the past. A universal
humanitarian scream, if you will, of
opposition and upliftment. Excellent
stuff.
Now in 2021, they’ve provided an album,
NINE, that feels like a mental-ear balm
to all the craziness in this world. A
more compassionate, healing groove
laced with prolific righteousness.
Of note, the album NINE is only
available for 99 days to purchase or
download, so after October 1st, it’s gone.
A reminder that it’s the music made
(not the musician per se) that matters
and endures.

» groovy collection of videos

grady hendrix
Originally this was to be a review on
writer Joe Hill (shall we say the heavy
metal of horror) and his scary good
novels. Maybe a mention about one of
them, NOS4A2, becoming a mini-series
on AMC and his graphic novel Locke &
Key being turned into a Netflix series.
All with a side-note of how despite being
the son of Stephen King (the literal king
of horror or... perhaps... the rock 'n
roll of horror), he is very much his own
accomplished writer.
Then I saw the ginormous stack of
books that made up my quarantinelockdown-shelter-in-place reading, and I
thought, "Huh… maybe a Grady Hendrix
(the pop music of horror) highlight
would be slightly cooler." Granted, I have
only read three of his books (I believe he
has 5 novels?) but they are great reads
and here’s the three I enjoyed.
In his 2016 book My Best Friend’s
Exorcism, he writes about the
heartwarming and scary friendships
we have as teenagers. Best of friends
growing up and together through
puberty and then realizing that suddenly
the world looks different when older…
and also demons are real.

In 2021, he gives us The Final Girl
Support Group—an homage to all the
slasher horror films of the '70s, '80s
and '90s where there always seems to
be one person who, against all odds,
survives. Imagine if the basis for all the
slasher horror franchise films were
loosely based on actual killings. Then
picture if those lone survivor final girls
found themselves as part of a support
group trying to live with the monsters in
their lives (physical and psychological).
Now fast-forward 20 years to the same
final girls still meeting… except a new
monster is killing them off one by one.
All three books are quirky, gruesome
and fun. All three books are set to
become TV series on different networks
(fingers crossed!). All three books are
well worth a read… lockdown or not.
» super scary haunted homeschool
» murder books 101

MICHAEL K.
REST IN

WILLIAMS

POWER

To quote Kirkus Reviews

... certainly not for all readers,
but anyone interested in seeing
William Peter Blatty’s infamous
The Exorcist (1971) by way of
Heathers shouldn’t miss it.
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ESCAPES TO NATURE THAT EMPOWER YOU TO BE OFF

O

ne One of the many dreams for this quarterly
is to incorporate travel into it. "Meet My
Friend" segments would involve visits to different
farm sanctuaries and rescue organizations.
Interviews with anyone would be in person, for
better quality videos. And "Design » On the Inside"
would actually include me being on the inside,
too. Enter Getaway... the cabin I booked to escape
from fireworks for my pup, Gertie (featured in the
last episode).

We believe in building balance into modern life — taking the time to rest and unplug from the
daily hustle and to focus on ourselves, our relationships, and the wonder of nature. GETAWAY WEBSITE

This tiny home with high-end accoutrements
was absolutely beautiful, and my view of a
(surely magical) tree kept me comforted (in
full disclosure—we actually left early. It was a
firework nightmare from all sides for over 12
hours each day we were there, even though I
was told we wouldn't hear a thing. I'm going to
focus on those highlights in the video though,
because my situation was somewhat unique. Your
experience could easily be different).

SOME QUICK FACTS
» When you book with Getaway they donate to One Tree
Planted. So far, over 15,000 trees have been planted.
» The cabins are getting in on the tiny home trend with
140-200sf of well thought out coziness.
» Doggos are welcome, which is hard to find outside of
some vacation rentals
» There's a 15% discount for military, veteran, or first
responder status via id.me, and as a thank you to
healthcare workers, they too can get this discount
with id.me.
» Accessible cabins are available at most of locations.
These feature a short ramp into the cabin, easily
navigable cooking, dining, and sleeping areas, and
a large bathroom with grab bars and a barrier-free
shower.
» affiliate link to save $25 on your booking
» book w/these packs to save quite a bit
» check out the "recipients of rest"
» the book + podcast
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MIX TAPE CONTRIBUTORS
AQ (amy quichiz)
AP (anni poppen)
DM (dani medrano)
HH (hannah howell)
SD (scott durfor)
PHOTOGRAPHY + VIDEOGRAPHY
Amy Quichiz on the cover (jessica xie)
letter from me (selfie, in puerto rico)
man holding radishes (prosperity gardens)
turkeys (uplands PEAK sanctuary)
recipe headshot + food (veggie mijas cookbook)
Amy Quichiz story photo (jessica xie)
Amy Quichiz interview (mowgli studio)
Getaway video (mowgli studio)
RECIPE from veggie mijas' cookbook Casa Verde
REVIEWERS
crazyhead (hannah howell)
lore (anni poppen)
sault (scott durfor)
grady hendrix (scott durfor)
DESIGN » ON THE INSIDE
by anni poppen

DON'T WANT TO MISS THE NEXT ISSUE OF MQ?
Subscribe right here (pop up at the bottom left of the screen)! I promise I won't email
you except for the four issues per year. Gotta love an email signup that promises that!
IF YOU'RE WITH A NON-PROFIT + WANT TO COLLABORATE
please email me at anni@mowglistudio.com to schedule a chat!
IF YOU WANT TO SUPPORT OUR WORK
check out that coffee cup icon below
or our affiliate page to share the perks

